You are looking for a working environment in which human values and trust are valued? Are
you motivated, eager to learn & looking for an exciting job in a modern business world?
Then you have come to the right place!
We are developing an individualized treatment program, aiming to give our patients the highest standard of independence and a free lifestyle to improve their life quality to a maximum. We are targeting Swiss insurance patients, as
well as international patients. cereneo and it’s sister companies accompany patients in their different phases after neurological illnesses; from inpatient treatments to outpatient treatments all the way to tele rehabilitation. We explore the
potential of neurorehabilitation and would like to exploit this to the fullest and make it accessible for our patients.
We are expanding our team and are looking for independent & motivated

Healthcare Assistant (FaGe) (m/f/d)
in Vitznau/Hertenstein, effective immediately or by arrangement
In this interesting function you will be responsible, among other things, for the care and support of our patients who
stay in our clinic as in-patients during their rehabilitation. You will always work in a team of two with a qualified nurse
and will be able to demonstrate your talents. In addition, you offer targeted developmental and health-preserving
measures.
Are you looking for active cooperation and professional exchange with colleagues? Then you will have the opportunity
here. Through close cooperation and constructive exchange with our doctors, therapists and researchers, we form a
strong team in which you can express your ideas and contribute to improvements.

What should you bring with you?
Our success is only possible with highly qualified and motivated employees on all levels. Frankness, personal initiative
and fairness are therefore on top of our list.

Do you share this attitude with us? In addition you will have the following
+ Healthcare Assistant, Federal Diploma of Vocational
Education & Training
+ Positive attitude towards working with people with
neurological disorders of all ages
+ Professional interaction with colleagues as well as external partners & customers
+ Willingness & interest in working together in an interprofessional team

What can you expect from us?

+ points to offer:

+

Empathy and roll distance

+

Confidentiality and trustworthiness

+

Initiative, joy of communication and team spirit

+

Ability to criticize and deal with conflicts

+

Readiness for continuous further training

+

Good knowledge of German & English (written & spoken), any other language would be an advantage

+
+

Most important, we offer an open, entrepreneurial, independent and fair leadership culture. In addition to that, we
do offer the following:
+ Personal training and development opportunities
+ Discount accommodation for employees
+ Discount for our connected KITA
+ Shared use of fitness equipment
+ Various employee discounts
+ Canteen & Felfel Automat
+ Modern infrastructure
+ Free parking spaces
+

Employee events

And last but not least: A one of a kind work environment with a view of Lake Lucerne, Pilatus and Rigi.

Did we spark your interest? To apply for this opportunity, please send your resume and a
cover letter today to hr@cereneo.ch. We are looking forward to hearing from you!

Would you like to find out more? Please be so kind and contact our HR Department at +41 41 399 6728 or HR@cereneo.ch.
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